University of Kerala
(Abstract)
First Degree Programmes under CBCS system –Reappearance of CE after course period
Registration to CE part - Approved - orders issued.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ACADEMIC “A V” SECTION
No. Ac.AV/1/CE Registration/2018
Thiruvananthapuram, Dated:13-12-2018
Read:- 1.UO No Ac.AV/1/Reappearance/2014 dated 04/07/2014
2.UO No Ac.AV/1/Reappearance/2014 dated 21/08/2017
3.Minutes of the meeting of the ULMC held on 08/10/2018.
4.Minutes of the meeting (Item No.07.62) of the Syndicate held on 16/11/2018.
5.Note Received from CBCS B.Com III section dated 23.05.2018.
ORDER
The clause 12.16 of Regulations for First Degree Programmes under CBCS system,
2013 admissions stipulates that the candidates who fail in the CE part should reappear the same
along with the succeeding batch. The students who couldn't reappear for the same along with
the succeeding batch as stipulated in the Regulation or failed in the CE part after reappearance
is granted additional chance as per UO read as (1) above. The students who fail in the CE part
of V and VI semesters are required to register for the CE examination as such students qualify
the examinations only after completion of their actual course period and a U.O had been issued
vide paper read as (2) above.
The University Level Monitoring Committee (ULMC) at its meeting held on 08/10/2018
considered a note from the Controller of Examinations regarding the consolidation of marks of
CE reappearance,(done other than with the immediate succeeding batch) with the ESE part of
regular/earlier appearances and finalization of result based on the exam session of ESE part
and recommended that the students who fail or absent themselves in the CE part in the chance
allowed with the succeeding batch and who then reappear for the same at the one additional
chance permissible, shall be required to register for CE part with the respective batch along
with which they reappear and their result of that semester shall be finalized only with the
batch they so register. This be applicable from March/April session of 2018 onwards.
The Syndicate at its meeting held on 16/11/2018 noted the action taken by the
Vice Chancellor in having approved the above recommendations of the ULMC.
Orders are issued accordingly.

Sd/SOBHANA KUMARI.K
Deputy Registrar(Acad-II)
For Registrar

Copy to:1. The Principals of all Colleges offering First Degree Programmes.
2. The Controller of Examinations.
3. The Director, Computer Centre.
4. The Director, CDC
5. JR(CBCS)
6. DR(CBCS)/DR(ES)/DR(EB)
7. AR(BA/B.Sc/B.Com/ES/EB)
8. All Tabulation sections(CBCS)/M & C section
9. PRO/RO/Enquiry/IT cell
10. Stock File/File Copy

Forwarded/By Order
SECTION OFFICER

